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5 (Clais,

(C. 388-36.)

and accompanying explanations. Five embodi
Fig. 1 is a vertical sectional view of a centrifu

Centrifugal separating machines of the Ordi

nary type comprise, in addition to the centrifuge

inents of the invention are disclosed.

itself and its driving mechanisia, a stationary
frame carrying the bowl spindle bearings, a lower

housing for the driving mechanism, an upper

3.

housing which Surrounds the lower part of the

revolving separator and two or more collecting
vessels into which the separated liquids are
thrown and collected when they leave the Sep
arator bowl. If a Volatile liquid or a liquid coin

taining. Wolatile constituentS is separated in a

invention.

separator of this type, a considerable formation
of vapor - often occurs when the liquid is thrown
out into a collecting vessel, which for several rea
Sons is objectionable. Some of the liquid under
treatment is lost, and vapors from Such liquid
enter the bowl casing and thence penetrate into

5

that part of the frame which encloses the driv

ing mechanism and Which is under a lower pres
sure than the bowl Casing, the lubricating oil
escaping fluids.
The first mentioned objection, that is, the loss

25

driving shaft of the separator where it extends
through the Wall of the frame. The driving
shaft is usually horizontal and coupled to the
vertical bowl spindle by neans of a Worn gear

having a relatively great ratio of gearing. The
Spindle is so highly geared to the horizontal shaft

in Fig.2 a bellioWS
is secured at one end
to the top of the Spindle bearing g and at its
other end to a plate (2 which, by means of a

rather low, and it is therefore not very difficult
to arrange a reliable packing between it and the
enclosing frame.
The arrangement just described, however, does

nut A, is clamped to the upper end of the frame
e (carried by the Upper end of the gear housing)

not avoid the other objection, namely, the pene

otherwise, from the former to the latter and at

the Same time permit the necessary mobility of
the spindle in relation to the frame.
The object of the present invention is, gen
erally Speaking, the same as that of AnderSSOn
and Jung. It comprises, however, improved
means for accomplishing Such purpose, such
means having certain advantages which will be

more readily understood from their description

and vapors, evolved from or carried along With
the separated liquids and entering the bowl hous
iing c, from penetrating into that part of the
chamber d, forming part of the machine framee,
that encioses the driving mechanism for the Spin
dle. The inprovements are adapted to function
as above specified and still allow the necessary
elasticity of the bowl Spindle relative to the ma
chine frame.

that the number of revolutions of the latter is

In an application filed March 19, 1938 by An
derSSCn and Jung, Serial No. 196,838, are set
forth Various devices embodying gas-tight pack
ings below the bowl housing and above the cham
ber for the driving mechanism, which devices
prevent any penetration of fluids, gaseous or

are separated in the bowl are separately dis
charged. Ify improvements are aSSociated With

this upper bearing and are intended and adapted
primarily to prevent any fluids, particularly gases

of liquid, may be avoided by making the frame

tration of funes of Separated liquid or its volatile
-Constituents to the driving mechanism.

The separator bowl b is supported on a driv
ing spindle a, which has one bearing at its low
er extrenity and another (upper) bearing fibe
low the bowl. The bowl is surrounded by a sta
tionary housing c, Supported on the machine
frame, which is necessarily in open communica
tion with the annular Space inside the stationary

receiving vessels into which the constituents that
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thereby being containinated and diluted by the
and the collecting vessels herimetically tight and
providing an ordinary packing box around the

gal separator including the bowl casing, gear cas
ing and spindle bearing with which my improve
ments are combined, from which the location of
the improvements and the purpose of the in
vention may be more readily understood.
Figs. 2 and 3, inclusive, are views, in Vertical
saction, illustrating different embodiments of my

in tight sealing engagement therewith. Lubrica
40

tion of the bearing g may be effected with the
oil used for the worm gear. This oil, which

Splashes about in the gear chamber, penetrates
the Spindle bearing gland is carried up between

the bearing and the Spindle. Specifically, the
bearing is provided with a bore 28 just above

its enlarged lower end, the latter providing an
inclined Surface 29, which catches splashing oil.

The oil thence flows through the bore 28, whence
it is pumped by the thread 8 cut in the inner

Wall of the bearing metal to near the upper end
thereof, Where it enters a groove 33 and flows
therefrom through holes 34 back to the gear
housing. The groove 33 divides the working

Surface of the bearing into a long lower portion

and a short upper portion. This short upper

2

2,240,14)

portion has a relatively very Small clearance
relative to the Spindle and the bearing.
In the embodiment shown in Fig. 3, the ar
rangement is similar to that shown in Fig. 2 in
that a diaphragm or bellows 37 is secured, at
one end, to the frame e of the machine and at
its other end to the top of the bearing h, which

partitioning means surrounding the Spindle and
whose opposite sides are respectively in and out
of communication with the housing and one end
5

ing, there being a channel between said spindle
and bearing through which lubricating oil may
be pumped from One end of the bearing to near

is lubricated in the same way as the bearing g

of Fig. 2. It differs therefrom in that the bear
ing, above the groove 8 and the holes 36 com
municating with the gear housing, is provided

the other end, the short part of the bearing be
O

one end of Said flexible partition is secured form

a packing 35 of leather or other suitable ma

terial that makes a tight joint with the spindle.
In those embodiments of the invention which
include a diaphragm or equivalent non-rigid par
titioning device, opposite sides of the diaphragm
are in open communication respectively with the

bowl housing and the driving gear housing. It
will be understood, however, that the Open con
munication between one side of the diaphragn
and the gear housing is a condition which exists
only if no means are provided for preventing
such communication. Such means may be a

the frame and the other end of which is in fiuid
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Jung, which may or may not be sealed against
fluid communication with the gear housing.

While my invention does not exclude the use Of
such a safety chamber, it is not herein described,
since it forms no part of my invention and Since
the sealing means embodying my invention does
not require the provision of any Such Safety

30

of the bearing above the terminus of said oil
35

1. In a machine including a Spindle liable to

rotate eccentrically, driving mechanism engag
ing the lower part of the Spindle and a housing

40

whose opposite sides are respectively in and out

tight relation with the upper end of said bear
ing, there being a channel between said spindle
and bearing extending from the lower end of the
bearing to near its upper end through which
lubricating oil may be pumped from the lower

housing and the other end of which is in fluid
tight relation with the upper end of said bear
ing, there being a channel between said Spindle

part of the housing to the upper part of and

thence outside Said bearing, and means, above

the terminus of said channel and below the point
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cured forming a relatively tight joint between

the spindle and the bearing.
2. In a machine having an Oscillatable Spindle
and a bearing therefor, driving mechanism for

said spindle and a frame including a housing

therefor, means to prevent passage of fluid from

the exterior into the housing comprising flexible

Spindle and free to follow its movements, flexible

end of which is in fluid tight relation with the
housing and the other end of which is in fluid

of fluid communication with said housing and One
end of which is in fluid tight relation with the

to which one end of said flexible partition is Se

4. In a machine including a spindle liable to
l'otate eccentrically, driving mechanism engag
ing the lower part of the spindle and a housing
therefor, Ireans to prevent entrance of fluid to
Said housing comprising a bearing fitting the

partitioning means surrounding the spindle and
Whose opposite sides are respectively in and out
of fluid communication with said housing and one

spindle and free to follow its movements, flexible
partitioning means surrounding the Spindle and

and bearing extending from the lower end of the
bearing to near its upper end through Which
lubricating oil may be pumped from the lower
part of the housing to the upper part of and
thence outside said bearing, the short part of the
bearing above the terminus of said channel and

lubricating oil may be pumped from the lower
part of the housing to the upper part of and
thence outside Said bearing, and a packing ring
confined against the Spindle above the short part
channel.

Patent is:

therefor, means to prevent entrance of fluid to
said housing comprising a bearing fitting the

tight relation. With the upper end of said bear
ing, there being a channel between said spindle
and bearing extending from the lower end of the
bearing to near its upper end through which

chamber.

What I claim and desire to protect by Letters

yond the terminus of said channel and to which

ing a relatively tight joint between the spindle
and the bearing.
3. In a machine including a spindle liable to
rotate eccentrically, driving mechanism engag
ing the lower part of the Spindle and a housing
therefor, means to prevent entrance of fluid to
Said housing comprising a bearing fitting the
Spindle and free to follow its movements, flexi
ble partitioning means surrounding the spindle
and whose opposite sides are respectively in and
Out of fluid communication with said housing and
One end of which is in fluid tight relation. With

with an internal annular groove in which is placed

safety chamber, such as disclosed in the herein
before mentioned application of AnderSSon &

of which is connected with the frame and the
other end of which is connected. With the bear

of attachment of said flexible partitioning means,
forming a tight joint between the spindle and the

bearing.

5. The construction defined in claim 2, in which

a packing ring is carried by the bearing and is
confined against the Spindle above the short part
60

of the bearing above the terminus of Said chan
nel.

HANS OLOF LINGREN.

